Report from Prof. Preeti A. Jain

Subject: Collection of Mini–projects, Assignments & seminar updation

Date Day: 3rd April 2020, Friday

Summary: Prepared G–form link
https://forms.gle/iPkZx9tELHMb3PAo6
for collecting the completion status of:

- Mini–projects & assignments under subject Web Technology Lab. for T.E. batches K–1, L–1, K–2 & L– 2
- Mini–projects & assignments under subject Lab Practice–III for B.E.– 1 batch S–1
- TE Seminar implementation, report & presentation of 8 students

Through this google form, collected the confirmation from students about receiving lecture notes shared by me for respective subjects via respective class googlegroups. This link was opened once after the deadline for the delayed students on their request. This link was shared with respective students on their googlegroups / batch–wise student SPOC. The evaluation about the collected documents was completed & accordingly progressive suggestions were noted for each student to be given further in online meeting guidance session. This is the part of online continuous assessment.

Total Responses

To ensure students received lecture notes provided by me for respective subjects

This link was enabled from 20th March 2020, Friday to 3rd April 2020, Friday. Later the responded records were under evaluation process.

– Prof. Preeti A. Jain,
Asst. Prof. @ Dept. of Comp. Engg.
Pune Institute of Computer Technology